MACRO MONDAY: WK 10
Your Weekly Cross-Asset Global Markets Call
There are Always Profitable Opportunities…

US Yield Cap Talks…
As The Equity Rally Continues…

Tip of the Spear: (KVP) Kay Van-Petersen, CMT
global macro strategist, consigliere at large & perpetual student of the markets
Week 10, Mar 4 – Mar 11
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General Disclaimer: Solely Views/Opinions. Not Trading/Investing Recommendations
This presentation is provided by Saxo Capital Markets Pte. Ltd. (“Saxo Capital
Markets”) for your general information. Although all reasonable efforts have
been made to ensure that any information and commentary are accurate
and up-to-date, the presentation is updated from time to time but may not
always be up-to-date in every respect and no responsibility is accepted for
any loss arising from inaccurate or incomplete information, however
caused. Saxo Capital Markets does not warrant that all technical aspects and
functions of its platforms are explained during this presentation.
None of the information contained here constitutes an offer to purchase or
sell a financial instrument, or to make any investments. Saxo Capital
Markets does not take into account your personal investment objectives or
financial situation and makes no representation and assumes no liability as
to the accuracy or completeness of the information nor for any loss arising
from any investment based on any commentaries or information supplied
by any employee of Saxo Capital Markets or its affiliates. Any opinions made
are subject to change and may be personal to the author. These may not
necessarily reflect the opinion of Saxo Capital Markets or its affiliates.
The content of this presentation is provided on a strictly private and
confidential basis for information purposes only. It is not intended to be
distributed to any third party without the written consent of Saxo Capital
Markets.
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Last WK Review & Highlights
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Previous Week’s Highlights & Takeaways
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call
Previous WK Summary:

Econ Data: US 4Q GDP beat at 2.6%a
2.2%e, as did 4Q CORE PCE 1.7%a 1.6%e &
CH PMI. Misses however were seen in
mfg. from both ISM & mkt at 54.2a 55.6e,
& 53.0a 53.7e. ISM prices also was 49.4a
51.6e
Rocket Man: Nothing much out of the
Trump | Kim summit – we’ll never know
whether this was Trump strategy towards
ongoing China talks (i.e. we can walk) or
just poor communication & hubris
MP: Powell - replay. Clarida (Fed Vice-Chair
& Ex-PIMCO guy), talking about potential
additional future QE tools, capping yields!
FP: Poland with fiscal stimulus that is c. 2%
of GDP (+$10.5bn). This seems tied to
elections later this year. Poland great by
+5% in 2018. Implications? Upside risk to
rates & growth
EQ: US EQ bounce cont. with Nasdaq 100
now up for 10 straight wks. EZ EQ also
finished well & in Asia, CH EQ had another
roaring wk are now up +25% YTD
FI: Big move up in US 10yr & GE Bunds,
even JGBS are almost out of neg. yields
FX: Dollar as a whole unchanged for the
wk, yet clocked significant gains vs. JPY
+1.08% to 111.89, CAD 1.23% to 1.3297 &
ZAR +1.6% to 14.2295. The outperformers
were GBP, EUR, NOK SEK & CHF
CMD: Copper holds up – whilst iron ore,
oil, gold, silver, sugar & wheat pullback
Vol: Still at 4 month low lvls, with c. half a
percent pop for the wk at c. 13.60
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Sources: Saxo Bank, Bloomberg

CoT Review
[CFTC should fully catch up by Mar 5]

@Ole_S_Hansen
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Week Ahead, Potential Opportunities,
Risks & Events…
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Macro Monday: WK Ahead, Potential Opportunities, Risks & Events

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats

Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call - Welcome to Week 10, Mar 4 - Mar 11
Key Focus:

Final Service PMIs & NFP Theme | Central Banks | Aus 4Q GDP | China MSCI EM Index Inclusion (5% ➔ 20% in equal clips over May – Aug – Nov 2019)
Central Banks (SGT):
RBA 1.50% e/p (5) MA 3.25% e/p (5) TU 24.0% e/p (5) BoC 1.75%e/p (6) ECB -0.40% e/p (7)
Fed Speakers (SGT):
Rosengren (5) Kashkari (5) Barkin (6) Williams (7) Mester (7) Brainard (8) Powell (9)
Other (SGT):
Carney (5) Lowe (6) Polish Central Bank Decision (6)
Econ Data:
US: Serv. PMI 56.2e/p, Ser. ISM 57.3e 56.7p, TB, ADP, Beige Book, Housing Data, NFP 185k e 304k p, U/R 3.9%e 4.0%p, AHE +3.3%e +3.2%p
CH: TB, Caixin Serv. PMI 53.5e 53.6p, CPI 1.5%e 1.7%p, PPI 0.2%e 0.1%p
EZ: Serv. PMI 52.3e/p, PPI, RS, 4Q GDP 1.2%e/p
JP: Serv. PMI 51.6e/p, Monetary Base, 4Q GDP 1.7%e 1.4%p, TB
UK: Serv. PMI 50.0e 50.1p, House Prices
NZ: ANZ cmf prices, House Sales
AU: Building Approvals, 4Q GDP 2.7%e 2.8%p, TB
EM: CPIs out of MX 3.94%e 4.37%p & TU 19.90%e 20.35%p
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Macro Monday’s Chartography…

“Fundamentalists who say they are not going to pay any attention to the charts
are like a doctor who says he’s not going to take a patient’s temperature”
–Bruce Kovner, Legendary Trader & Founder of Caxton
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Best volume in 5 wks, as we continue to fly both into the end of Feb & the start of Mar
Last weeks volume on S&P 500 index (cash) increased by +40%
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For the Nasdaq 100, which has a up streak of 10wks…
We got the best volume in 4 wks, as last weeks volume on S&P 500 index (cash) increased by +36%
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Unlike the weekly charts of the S7P 500 plus Nasdaq 100, here the indicators are looking a little tired
For those looking to short or a retracement, we need a bit more commitment from the RSIs & MACDs
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Unlike the weekly charts of the S7P 500 plus Nasdaq 100, here the indicators are looking a little tired
For those looking to short or a retracement, we need a bit more commitment from the RSIs & MACDs
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Looks like 10yr US Gov bond yields are trying to break out…
Again 3.25/3.26 was the multi-year high… key resistance here on
the 10% will be 2.90%, 3.0% & 3.12%
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Can see the US 30yr bond is at a previous key lvl above 3.10%
Now last years, the 30yr lead us up in yields. Yet the 10yr lead us down
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Gold pullback last wk to sub $1300 was quite surprising, given how well it had
initially traded with positive correlation to the USD for most the year
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No doubt yields playing a factor into talking the wind out of gold sails
Structurally still like the precious metals space – especially miners for the long term…
Tactically… can make a case for either direction… note we did have a
bear-trap around mid Jan on Gold
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Likewise on 10yr US Bond futures, we had a bear-trap in early Jan
Do note though that on the daily the indicators are ticking lower…
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Think the new fiscal stimulus by the Polish government has implications of upside risk not jus tot growth & inflation, yet also
their monetary policy. Polish assets may also attract further EZ flows given that EZ economic fundamentals still look bleak &
we’ve seen an ECB very much on the dovish sounding side in the last few months…
KVP would be short EURPLN from these 4.3050 lvls,
for 50% of the position. With 4.35 acting as doubling
of the position if we potentially retrace. A move to 4.40
Would likely signal something is wrong with the thesis & act as a stop
Target would be 50% at c. 4.25, with the core trading clip targeting a move to 4.20
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Think the new fiscal stimulus by the Polish government has implications of upside risk not jus tot growth & inflation, yet also
their monetary policy. Polish assets may also attract further EZ flows given that EZ economic fundamentals still look bleak &
we’ve seen an ECB very much on the dovish sounding side in the last few months…

KVP would be short EURPLN from these 4.3050 lvls,
for 50% of the position. With 4.35 acting as doubling
Long-term multi-week chart suggest 4.20 is not an aggressive

of the position if we potentially retrace. A move to 4.40

Target considering policy rate in Poland is 1.50% vs. ECB’s -0.40%

Would likely signal something is wrong with the thesis & act as a stop

Poland grew over +5% in 2018, EZ likely grew sub 2.0% in 2018

Target would be 50% at c. 4.25, with the core trading clip targeting a move to 4.20
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Home.Saxo/insights/news-and-research
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So Ole, thinks the copper spike is a head fake & is short from c. 296.5
Stop at 302.5
Target 282.0
Est. Time Horizon: (1-2 wks)
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So Ole, thinks the copper spike is a head fake & is short from c. 296.5
Stop at 302.5
Target 282.0
Est. Time Horizon: (1-2 wks)
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MM Back on Mon: 08:30[SG/HK] 09:30 [Tok]11:30 [Syd] 19:30[NY]
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Assets Call
Thanks again for making the time to join us on the call, or catch the replay
We will be on Next Mon Mar 4
08:30[SG/HK] 09:30 [Tok] 11:30 [Syd] 19:30[NY]
*
A Belated Happy Chinese New Year
Wishing you, your families & teams the very best in the year of the Earth Pig – filled with not just
consistent profitable trading, with a focus on process, but also health, fun, laughter, growth & plenty
of high quality time with family & friends. Lets make it the best year yet. Namaste

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats
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MM WK 4 – 21 Jan 2019

Macro Monday: Snapshot Of The Cannabis Industry…

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats

Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call – There are Always Profitable Opportunities…
Big Picture: Lets Lay Down Some Context…
•

Structural paradigm shift in Oct 2018 with Canada becoming the first G7 country to have legalized Cannabis for both medicinal (MC) & recreational (RC) purposes

•

The estimated global opportunity in Cannabis is anything from $150bn to $200bn, which to KVP sounds conservative given size of Tobacco & Alcohol markets globally

•

•

For instance Americans by themselves spend c. $80bn on cigarettes per year. Its estimated that c. $60bn could be cannibalized from traditional Tobacco/Alcohol from the RC space

•

ArcView Market Research thinks that legal cannabis sales will more than double from $10.5bn in 2018 in the US, to over $22.2 bn in 2022, & $31.6bn worldwide.

•

Its estimated that the black market for Cannabis in the US by itself is a $40bn market (US gov. should be licking their chops at those potential taxes + lower policing/enforcement costs)

There has easily been over +$10bn of investment into the space by corporate from traditional sectors: Corona maker Constellation Brands has invested over $4bn to buy a big stake in
Canopy Growth Corp (CGC, WEED). Altria (Phillip Morris) recently invested $2bn in the Cronos group, a cannabis producer. AB InBev & Tilray have a $100m JV for creating CBD infused
drinks – Tilray has also partnered with Novartis (Sandoz) & as well as powerhouse Authentic Brands

•

At the start of 2018 there were 30 countries with legalized MC, today there is 41… that c. +40% growth in a year

•

In the US nine state allow RC, while 32 allow for MC. Polls suggest 51% of Reps think RC should be legal

•

+9/10 polled Americans think that MC should be legal…

•

South Korea just recently shocked many with passing legalization on MC in Nov 2018

•

Gross margins in the space can range from +60% to +80% in the MC to +30% to +60% in the RC.

•

Recently passed farmers bill in the US opens up a whole new industry for industrial hemp, much higher yielding that say corn on an acreage basis (+55% CAGR growth expected in hempderived CBD products) from 2016 – 2021, a growth from c. $175m to $1.6bn. [Note that legally Hemp is treated different normal cannabis, TCH level is under 0.3]

•
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Some of the medicinal & wellness uses for Marijuana include: Epilepsy, Cancel, Autism, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, Anti-Anxiety, Anti-Inflammatory, Hunger Stimulant, Relaxer
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MM WK 4 – 21 Jan 2019

Macro Monday: Snapshot Of The Cannabis Industry…

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats

Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call – There are Always Profitable Opportunities…
Thesis:
•

Long-term Cannabis market has very compelling supply/demand dynamics –despite social stigma & institutions not yet in. Will one day be part of wellness, medicinal & recreational space,
treated like Tobacco & Alcohol (recreational wise). Space early inception with the usual risks, yet looks like +3x to +5x in 3-5yr time frame (barring an outright global equities bear market).

Key Dates & Things To Look Out For:
•

Oct 2019 – Canada’s next round legalization, with recreational use being extended to drinks & foods with CBDs (est. that drinks could be c. 30% of the RC market, think coffee, beer)

•

US 2020 Elections – Legislation around Cannabis on the Federal level for recreational use, likely a key issue in the elections. Both sides keen, big plus for polls/voters

•

NZ 2021 – referendum in Nov, has been set by the new government to vote on legality of recreational use

•

Cascade of countries globally accepting the use of Cannabis, in the near-term Mexico, Portugal, Thailand & Malaysia (Note South Korea’s approval in Nov 2018 was a big shocker for many)

•

Expect a lot more investments into the space from traditional players in the beverage (especially alcohol & wellness players), tobacco, pharma & wellness/health space. i.e. Coca cola
buying something like natural healthy drinks maker New Age Beverages [NBEV] which has a CBD infused line & is one of the fastest growing beverage companies over the last few years

Key Risks:
•

Obviously regulation & rule of law, not to mention geographical jurisdictions

•

Extreme volatility in the space given combination of it being new, a lot of hype, many companies will fail spectacularly
•

Would not be allocating 97% of your equity portfolio to this theme – KVP would diversify across broad range of names & Cannabis-ecosystem and/or look for exposure through etfs

•

Outright broader equity bear market – global recession - would likely take down any bullish themes

•

Oct 2019 Canadian approval of RC for drinks & food being delayed

•

Lack of progress on US side from a legalization perspective from a federal scale
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MM WK 8 – 18 Feb 2019

Macro Monday: Highlighting Momentum & Potential Big Tailwinds For Gold…
So gold still looking bullish & on top of the technicals & charts it worth bearing in mind a few things:
•

A Fed on neutral to say 1-2hikes left, is not conducive to a strong USD, which should be bullish for precious metals

•

The low equity volatility environment can allow basket of long date 1-2yrs call options be picked up for precious miners (Barrick Gold, Agnico Eagle,
Goldcorp, Silver Wheaton, Evolution Ming, St. Barbara, Zhaojin Mining) or/& precious miners etfs (GDX, GDXJ, SIL)

•

We could be in for an inflation surprise to the upside in the US this year… inflation tantrum via Fed turning hawkish later
•

•

Note inflation is a lagging indicator & you tend to get to max. inflation in the middle of the recession

Structurally we are in the tail-end of what is going to be the longest business cycle in modern times, implying that whether its 2020 or 2021, etc… there
is a recession coming. And we know the debt in the system has only gone up since the GFC from c. 170trn to over 250trn (for context global GDP is c.
$90trn)

•

The populism explosion – see upcoming US elections & what Dem advocates are focused around – is leading towards a lot of moves towards socialism
& potential further fiscal imbalances. Talks of MMT (basically QE for the people) imply that debt does not matter… if we need $2trn to fund X amount of
people, we just print another $2trn. I mean what could go wrong?

•

At some point, the lack of growth & the magnitude of the debt in the system is going to matter – this is a very big picture view, as timing is challenging

•

There is virtually zero probability (imvho) of us getting totally out of QE, without a debt jubilee down the line… it may be 5-10-20yrs from now…

•

•

Fed has barely done 10% of its Balance Sheet (still have over $4trn) & there is already talks of QT be tapered…

•

& exceptionally unlikely that ECB can move on QT… that’s the crazy thing about the EZ… they are still in deep loose monetary policy & struggling

Whilst we know that China & Russia have been strategically buying gold for years, its looks like other central banks are joining in force with a c. +75%
increase in central bank purchases of gold from the previous year (World Gold Council) This was apparently the biggest purchase of gold by central
banks since 1971 – when the gold standard was ended by the US

•

Risks are of course: A more hawkish that expected Fed, higher US rates, a much stronger USD (say due to a systematic shock or global recession)
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